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,Abstract
In this paper we present a normal form for a relational algebra, consisting of Projection, Selection
and Join, extended with Calculation and Union and define a corresponding language UPCSJL. The
construction of this normal form, using unconditional rewrite rules, already provides some optimization. Further optimization can be achieved efficiently by applying conditional rewrite rules that
directly operate on the normal form. This. approach is compared to more traditional query optimization techniques that do not apply normalization.
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Introduction

PSJ expressions are relational algebra expressions containing only project, select and join operators.
This restricted class of expressions, called PSJL in the sequel, is commonly used in relational databases.
PSJL expressions are studied in [YAN87] and [LAR85], where it is mentioned without proof (which

is not very difficult) that they can be reduced into a normal form where first the join operators are
applied, then selection and finally projection. Such normalization procedures play an important role in
query optimization: see [ULL89] and [YAN87]. Standard optimization techniques can be used to further
optimize PSJL normal form expressions: e.g. in special circumstances the "selection before join' heuristic
can be applied to push selection down to the relational database tables, ([ULL89]).
There are several reasons to apply normalization before optimization. Firstly, normalization reduces
the number of relational operators in 'a relational expression. As a consequence, optimization after
normalization can be more efficient since the number of reducible subexpressions (redexes) on which
optimization rules are applied is also reduced. Moreover the optimization rules can benefit from the fixed
structure of a normal form.
Secondly there is a functional difference between rules used for normalization and rules used for

optimization: the former are unconditional whereas the latter are conditional. A normalization rule
should always be applicable on a subexpressiow of the proper syntactical format or else a normal, form
could not be obtained. On the other hand optimization rules only rewrite if in addition to a proper
format also a condition involving the subexpression is satisfied. Therefore optimization is in general more
expensive than normalization, since applications of optimization. rules may fail..
In this paper we add the relational operators calculate and union to the above mentioned relational
operators, thus obtaining the language of UPCSJL expressions. The question arises whether UPCSJL
expressions also can be reduced into a normal form. '`We prove the existence of a normal form, where
the joins are followed by selection, calculation, projection-and finally union; moreover, our proof yields
a direct construction. This UPCSJL normal form already performs some optimization, but the normal
form procedure can serve as the starting point for further optimization (just as for PSJL normal forms).
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Our interest for UPCSJL expressions lies in its role in the integration of relational databases and
constraint solving. This integration is one of the aims of the declarative Rule Language RL. The potential
for such an integration has been investigated in the context of the Rules Technology project led by Peter
Lucas at the IBM San Jose Research Center: see e.g. [HANS89], [HANS88]. RL was defined by Peter

van Emde Boas in [VEMD86a], where a relational semantic model is given to interpret RL (see also
[VEMD86b], [VEMDD8r6c]) eA considerable 'part .of tliis_language' hastbeei a implemented: see [DEN90a]
and [DEN90b].
RL can be considered as an extension of SQL with existential quantification over variables occurring
in constraints but not necessarily in relations!(as-is=regnired-in-SQ.L -"where all variables in the WHERE

clause have to be present in the FROM . clause.; see°[1TE89]). As a consequence, not all expressions
in RL can be evaluated: imagine`twhat, happens wbe :;the, existential quantifier ranges over an infinite
domain. To be able to deal with these problems, the above-mentioned implementation of RL is equipped
with a constraint solver, which transforms evaluable RL expressions into expressions of UPCSJL.
Acknowledgements- "The authors thank Peter vanEmde Boas (University of `Amsterdam) for useful
criticism and remarks.
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The data language `DL

We begin with the definition of the data language DL: it will act as a parameter for the language
UPCSJL. DL is a many-sorted language containing variables (denoted by the metavariables x,y,...,
also called"attributes), constants (c, d, ..., also called values), functions (',,g; ., ), _ (the equality predicate) apredicat'es, 'propositiostal 'connectives s`(- / ,a,V, -+) and' the ° p opositr`B al constant 4r`ue: Terms
(s, t, .: } and assertions (A, B, . ., also called constraints or co dttions)'are-defined' at usual.
If E is any of the items defined above -(or a collection` of"these);' then va.r(E) is the `set of variables
occurring n° E. Furthermore; we assume some evaluation mechanism eval(_) for DL to be given', which
evaluates closed terms (terms without variables) to constants and closed assertions to-truth' values.
We give an example language for DL, defined by the following sorts, constants, functions and predicates:

sorts: NUM (natural numbers),. STR (strings of characters)

constants: 0,1,2

NUM, all finite strings in STR

functions:-=,

*, +:

NUM- T_UM

-F:,.

;4aW.. cat: j'IClE -t ST1R r-. STR:(concatenation

length: STR -+ NUM (length of a string).
digits: NUM - S']IflR. (converts a ;number to its string representation

predicates . <,.>, <, ,.# (binary predicates, both on NQT.M and on STR)
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Before we define thhe sorts of the language UPCS.IL, we introduce the following.

Definition ]l A solution is an expression k f.t e form x = t' iith-x "0 vap(t)-.
Defin-itio 2. A solution set is a finite set {xl -=t1, ....,.s,, =

Q, otis

1. 11{xl, ..., x,a}11 = n, (the variables----,.a resdistinci

'2. {xi,.. xnJ
is =a
of the-form {xl = cl ..., xn =
For tuples .0,
.,.A tuple (denoted by 0,
we "often write attr(O) instead of var(o). Tuples are called similar if they have the same attributes. A
',relation R is a pair < X, R' > of a finite collection of attributes X rind affinite,collection of similar tuples,

satisfying;_ , .

1

Vo E R' attr(4) = X
2

-If R` is non-empty then: J

ined.f om R';;since'most°.relatiq ns.are nonempty, we shall allow
R
i
relation =to be -,a collection of

ourselves to be a bit sloppy and
similar tuples.

Example 1 (solution sets and tuples)
{name = `bob', age = 55, dep = `toy'} (a tuple)
{x = 1, y = 2, z = 3} (a tuple)
{x = u + 2, y = v + 2} (a solution set)

Assume that an instance of DL is given, i.e. some language with sorts, variables, constants, etc. We
now present the functions used in the definition of the language UPCSJL.'PCS Lk'is;.avi ur-sbrt:ed
with expression (thus named to
them, from DL terms) and equations. The sots
are:

V (finite sets of DL-variables)
C (constraints, i.e: `DL`-assertions)
S (solutions sets)
R (relations)

We let X, Y, Z range over V; A, B, C over C; , T over S; R, S over R. 1n
also
called a relational expression. A base relation is sometimes followed by a bracketed list. denoting all its
attributes. In the sequel we use the notation EX for renaming an expression E with'iespect to a variable
set X:

Definition 3
EX = E' where E' is obtained by renaming all variables var(E - X uniquely.
To allow a brief notation, a renaming (_)X can be applied at several places in an exp ession ..In that
case all occurrences of (-)X denote the same renaming:

Example 2 (renaming variables in expressions with X = {x}, Y = {y})
o((r(x, y))X D4 s(y, z)', (x > y)X A (y > z)') -+ o(r(x, ul)
u2}, x. J_.u1`'n- yr>,.u2
Next we present the functions of UPCSJL. They are grouped according to their

3.1

Functions with range V

.Besides the usual set operations U, fl and - we have:

Definition 4 (attributes of a relational expression)
attr(_): R -* V
Definition 5 (head and tail variables of a solution set)
hvar(_) : S -* V
tvar(_) : S -* V
hvar({xi = tl, ..., xn = to}) = {xi,{ ., Tn}
tear({xi = t1i ..., X; = to}) = vah'(lt11 , to})
1..

3.2

Functions with range C

k.,
{

Besides A (conjunction), we have the merge of two. solutioii set`s; yieIding a constraint: The
is. defined as follows:

Definition'6 ®: S x S - C
11) ®T

{s=t,11xsEx
3

,solutio

° sets)' u P<= n

{x = `bob': }' {:=

y °cat z}

{a=u+2, y..=3}e{x=.u+2}={u'+2=v+2
{x=y'-+2}e{b=x,-y=2*z}=.{y+2-_
{x = y+2}e{z--=x, j=-2*"x}-°f

3

function

i= iSolutiori sets -Ii _ {x1 = tii i=.;.., x,;: = :=t }::can :lie interpreted as;.substituti©i s [z
which can be applied to (collections-of).-itelns =So we have,an-oper tign pply , G

Definition 7

:x,

t1, ..,._, xn := tn]

_(_) : S x C -+ C

A[xi := ti, ..., xn tn] with 4) _ {xi = t1i ... i xn = trtj
Example 4 (substitution on constraints)
{x = u + 2}({x = u + 1}) = {u + 2 = u + 1}

{x=u+2,y=v+2}({x> y}) ={u+2°> v+2}

3.3

Functions with range S

Here, too,` we have ('lie usual set operations u, fl and

-;

besides, weintro duce the'restrict aril dele"te

functions:

Definition 8 (restricting and deleting solutions

1. _[-]:SxV-.S
4I[X]xEX}
2.

SxV-*S

Ilk (X), #{sct E,4

¢. X}

I

Example 5 (restriction and deletion)
{x = z {- A, ya" z + 2}[{x}] = {x = z + 1}

{x=z+1,y=z+2}({x})={y=z+2}
{x = 1, y = 2, z = 3}({x})[{y}] = {y = 2}
Further we also have substit°utibn`on solutions:

Definition
41

9 _((_)) :

i

, x S =- S

{x = eval(,P(t)) I x = t E iY}

Example 6 (substitution on solution-sets)`
{ x = u + 2} (({x

u`+r l})) =``f z

_ tzi + X14}`

{u = 2}(({x = u + 1})) =,{x = 3}

{x=u+2,y=v+2}(({xu {

3.4

1,

3=

y'1)}={x =

Functions with range R

Here we find the usual operators on relations, together with tlie'calciilate opeiator The definitions are:

Definition 10 (primitive relational operators)
1. it: -RxV --+ 1.
if X C attr(R),-.
ir(R, X) = {O[X] 0 E R}

2. o:RxC --iR

o,(R, A) = {0 E R ( eval(¢(A)) = true}

3. K:1.x$--iR

,ti(R , 1) = {th u
d.

RxR- X

R ca S = { U i,b

I

I

?P

if var(A) C dttr(R)

i

E R}

attr(R) =

0

E R, 0 E S, Vx E attr(¢) n attr(i/i) (O[x] = i, (x])}

_U-kx tc is
ID.
R u S 77 0.10 e R,v. 0 E }

if ti ttr(R} =, attr(S)

One readily observes that the project, select, calculate and union operators are partial -since they
are only defined when certain conditions on the arguments are met. These conditions are referred to
as wellformedness conditions. They are quite reasonable:
c4ness condition for projection
ensures that a relation is not projected on attributes that are not part of the 'relation;' the wellformedness
condition for selection takes care that the constraint A can indeed be evaluated to true or false; the first
part of the wellformedness condition for the calculate
the, tails of solutions in Ii
can be evaluated, the second part rules out the possibility that; the head of a solution is also determined
directly by an attribute of the relation R. The constraint: setA in
A) is the condition of the select
operator and the solution set 41 in k(R, ili) is the computation of tile"
=;4

Example 7 (extending tuples with the calculate operator)

r(x)
y)y=2}}
v = `bob' })
rc(r(x, y), {u = x
4

1, y.; =

2, u = 3, v = 'bob' 11

Relational rewrite rules

In this. section we describe a large number of rules handling the .properties of. the primitive relational
,operators. Since these operators involve wehformedness conditions we.introduce asspecial notation to
emphasize in what direction a rule can be applied:

Definition 11° (notation for rewriting)'
iff R is wellformed => S is wellformed & R =S
1. R --+ S
2. R +-3 S

if R - S& S

R

does not imply wellformedness of all subexpressions
For some, rewrite rules R -+ S, wellformedness
of S and in this case the wellformedness conditions on the violating subexpressions are represented in the
rewrite rule as a condition.

4.1

Projection, selection and calculation

The -projection, selection and calculate operators have in commor -that"f they -are applied on -a'-single
relational argument and therefore we discuss them together in this section. In the sequel we cluster rules
that are similar in one proposition 'if

Proposition 12 (cascade rules)

.......................................

1. i(ir(R, X), Y) - ir(R, Y) .........

..

........ .....
S. a(a(R,,A), B), cr(v(R, B), A).......... ...-..
4. rc(rc(R,(1)),T)-,rc(R,4) U......................... a ....,,,.......
2. cr(a(R., A), B)

<

...... [irx]
[aaJ

cr(R A-A B)

,s

<-+

r>

.8

s[QV*]

if hvar(,tb) n tvar(gf) = 0 ................................... [K K*]
T) rc(R, 4) U i r)
6. ir(R, attr(R)) +-> R .................................:.. ....
[7rattr]
5. rc(rc(R,

Proposition 13 (selection and projection)

'q

...............................

1. v(ir(R, X), A) -+ ir(cr(R, A), X) . ...... ..................
2. 7r(v(R, A), X) -+,7r(o,(ir(R, attr(R) n (var(A) U X)),nA), X)
.
A),.X) -,.b(r1r(R, X);,A) ; if v r(A) C X n....
3.

Proposition 14 (selection and calculation)
1..,..a(rc(R,

A) -'. rc(cr(R, 41) (A)), 4P)

.

[Ira]

.....

[-ira*]

"}

.............................................................
....
.

_

.

.

2. rc(o(R, A), 4) , cr(rc(R, b), A) ............................... ...
Proposition 15 (calculation and projection),__
1. rc(ir'(R, X),
ir(rc(RX f), hear(>) U X)
2.. rc(ir(R, X}, ) -+ ir(rc(R, ),

),.)

..

...

if attr(R)_n

U X)

>[X]), X) ..:.............. ...3. 7r(rc(R,
4. (rc(R, 1), X) --> 7r(rc(ir(R, tvar(4) U (X n attr(R))),., ), X}

..

[rco-]

[.c-r1

=

0

:.'....:.

Note that in the rule
by
renaming in'kX and the wellfor-ti edness'of
hvar(f) are different from the variables attr(RX ), as required,.

4.2

[oar]

...

[rclr*]
(zrkJ
[irrc*J

1) all variables

Join and union

In this section we add the join and union operators in*our lisVof rules. X's' before sorie'rules have both
conditional and unconditional versions.
16"(symmetry and associativity of
7 'R ca S +
.

S Md'R ...............

2. (R m S) m T H R m (S m T)

. s'....

,-

-

.....z, x.......................................... [SYMo<w]

'..,:................. ...............

3: ``=R U'S +-+ ,S-U- R ................. ................:.. ...
4. (R U S) U T R U (S U T)
5

[ASSo,D4]

.................................. [SYM o U]
ta...............

[ASS oU]

Proposition 17 (join and calculation)
rc(v(R N S, 4i[attr(R)]),
1. R ca rc(S, t)
2. R oa rc(S, cI) -+ rc(R oa S, c) f : rat ivar( ) matt, (R) - 0
if hvar(cI) C attr(R)
v(R Da S, c)
3. R Da ic(S,
if tvar(c) C attr(S) ...
4. rc(R Da S, -Ii) --- R Da rc(S, (b)

Proposition 1$ (join and projection)
«

....................................

[arc]

....................................... (oak+]
..... .......
.. [iM]
.

........................

........................... [,a=ir]
I. R Da ir(S, X) =4 (kW SX attr'(R) U X)`
...... hod *]
if dttr(R) r
2: R Da 3r(S;-X) =+ r(R oa s; attr(R) U X)
rX
3. 7r(R Da S, X) - 7r(R N ir(S, attr(S) n (attr(R) u X)), X) ::.................................... [irN]
if attr(R),fl attr(S) C X ......
4. 7r(R oa S, X) -i ir(R Da 7r(S, attr(S) n X), X)
...4[irca*]

.......

Proposition 19 (join and selection.)
A)

1. R Da

S

-R

S, A)

if

att

[voa

Proposition 20 (distribution rules for union)
1. 7r(R u S, X) - ir(R, X) u ir(S, X) ...........................
..

2. v(R u S, A) - v(R, A) U v(S, A)

........ ..................... [7ru]
#

.

..

x .y

._[0 U]

3. rc(R U S, cI) -+ rc(R, -fl U rc(S; cI) ......................... ............................. .... [Ku]
...
..
4. R Da (S U T) -> R ,.m S-:UrR °T
.
................. [pip]
.

Da

.

Distribution rules for the join operator are described in the next, section.
4- . 3

rules
.Generalized:...relational
..
_n.,.

..

.
.. ,.
"before we can proceed further, we need rules which, straightforwardly" generalize, rules of the previous
section. However, the last. generalized rule (r mrc) is quite., involved and crucial .for the construction of a
normal. form that includes calculation.
.

°

Proposition 21 (derived, from (car) ,and, (Mr*)],
1. 7r(R, X) Da ir(S, Y) -- ir(RX Da SY, X U Y)
2. ir(R, X) Da ir(S, Y) -> 7r(R Da S, X U Y)
if

`Pro osition 22 derived from xoa ° and

_

n

.

.....

...........

attr(R) n attr(S) - -X-OY``

,.

... [iroair]
.

(?roc7r*]

(9rm*))

'I :'4(R W, S, X)- = 7r(7r(R, attr(R),nb(attr.(S) u X)) Da *(S -,ttr($) n (&ttr(R)'U X)), X) ......... [7rm+]
2. ir(R Da S, X) -- ir(R, attr(R) n X) Da r(S, attr(S) n X)
if attr(R) n attr(S) C X ...... .. [roa#]

Proposition 23 (derived from (wo,)) .........................
a(R, A) Da o,(S, B) -+ a(R Da S, A A B)

[ama]

v(R,A-)'oaw(S,B)--.=v(R'oa'S,AA-B)-

The next proposition we need for derivation of (rcoarc). In general if Both 4i and IF are solution sets,
the, expression c U IF 'might not be a solution set. One possible reason is that heads from 4) also occur as
heads from T. In this case the @ operator Can be used to merge the tails in lr and the tails in I together:

Proposition 24 (introduction of the merge operatbr1' .........................................: [ocoar*]
rc(R,. cI) .N K(S,'`) -+ K'(P(R- Da S, c ® `),. )

if ,,

hvar(cI) = h,var(I!) ..

Proposition 25 (generalization of (,arc)) .......... .... ...... ...... ....................... [rcoarc
rc(R, cI) Da rc(S, IF) -rc(o,(R ca S,
:.

®_ ][!.,A [attr.(S)] n k(hva ( :))[attr(R)] ,

I(attr(S)) UT(hvar(4I))(attr(R)))
Proof: Informally we first explain the construction. In the righthand side of (Kmr,4) the merge operator

® handles, the case-.that there is a solution. x = t E. A and,a. solution, y = s E `, I with x = y, in
`

analogy -to.rule (rccarc*). Also -another case needs to be checked. Suppose there is a solution x = t E, of,
such= that x. E, attr(S). If this solution were. put: in- the, computation., of the calculate operator, then the
resulting. expression. would be unwellformed. The problem can be handled -by, recognizing that x =-t now
.k 6

satisfies the wellformedness conditions of the se ect.ope ato -viz -=var( t)- C attr(R) U a, fr( -) -So
the restriction operator inserts the solution x = t in the condition of the select operator and the delete
operator deletes it from the calculate computation. The symmetric case that there is a solution x = t E AP

such that x E attr(R), is handled in the same way."It should be noted that in the construction the expression

in the select condition can be replaced by the more simple expression tik[attr(R)]'since'the'fdllowi-rig-holds:

1) ® IF A ([attr(S)] A T (hvar(())[attr(R)] = 41 ®lI A ([attr(5 n [attr(R)]

......

[**]

However this could lead to duplicate use of solutions from IF in the select condition and since the rule is
to be used for query optimization we want to avoid this duplication.
For a formal derivation., of ("took) we,first, observe:

1) ED IF = ([hvar(tik)] ®tik[hvar(()] ............ .. .

[*]

Now put:

= *,[attr(R)]
fi[hvar(ik)]

tike =

)3 = (attr(5) U hear( )) >I!3 ==tiY(attr(R) l h ar(d)).-..
"above
Both 41, and tiI can be obtained as mutually disjoint unions of theabove solution sets:
41,Both

4CP = -11 U 41'2 U 41'3i T = *1 U NF2 U T3

We have:
K(R, () oa K(S, IF)

-, K(R, Pl U'P2 U "P3) DQ K(S, tike U tik2 U tiP3)
-i K(K(K(R, 4'1),P2), 'P3) M K(K(K(S, XF1), XY2), %F3) .............................................. (KK*)
r
(D4K ,Mtc*)
D4 K(K(S, tike), tik2), tik3), 1)3) ..
-4 K(K(K(K(R, (ki),
-+ K(K(K(R, (l), (2) M K(K(S, gfl), XY2), 4 i ' 3 U'P3) .................................................(KK*)
tik2),
j,3` U tk3)
.......... (KMK*)
-- X(K(o(K(R,-(1) D4 c(S, tik1),
.... ............ i' ...............
......M
K(K(o'(K(R, (l) oa K(S, Ti), I ®>k), (2), (3 U

-

XF3)

K(K(o'(a(R oa K(S, 411),4111),411 ED T), )2), "P3 U tik"3)`
- "tc(K(o(o,(o(R D4 S, IFl), -P1), 4) ® XF), '1'2), 43 U ' P 3 )
- K(o,(R c S, 1111 A tike A fi ®tik), 4112 U':13 U tik3) .. .z.

........ . .................. (MK+)

- ..::....... . ....

....

.................. (MK+)

............................ (o-o-,ao",KK*)
7 and=*3 and application of (**).

The last expression yields (KMK) by, back"substitutlon of 4P1i
}
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The language ICS TL

In this section we define a sublanguage PCSJL of UPCSJL together with a normal form for PCSJL.
the `UP"CSJL normal form.
This normal form will be used in the next section for

Definition 26 The language PCSJL consists of expressions constructed from the functions:
M,7r,K,o'

Definition 21

A PC"SS14 normal form "is" a`ezpression 'of the' form

7r(K(o-(Rl oa ... oa Rn,

A), (), X)

where Rl,... , Rn are base relations.
Another feasible normal form (i.e. format to which all expressions are reducible) exchanges the positions
of the select and calculate operators: ,
t,

=7f o (K{Rl W.. -. D4"

X)=

However the disadvantage of this normal form is that unnecessary computations are performed for tuples
for which the select' condition evaluates to false:, Derivation of our ,normal form below, is achieved by
applying four unconditional rules of the form R-=s S for each of the primitive four relational` operators.
7

Proposition 8 The expression 7r(rc(a(R, A);}, X) is wellformed iff,
1:£var(A) C attr(R)
C attr-(R)`

3. hvar(4)) n attr(R) = 0
4. X C attr(R) U hvar(()
Proposition 29 Consequences of wellformednessof ir(rc(a(R, A), (I), X):

a, tvar((I) f,h,var(I) = 0
2. var(A) n hvar((I) = 0
3. hvar((I) = (var(A) U var($)) -;attr(1R)

Proposition 40 (projection rule derived from (air)) .......................................... [irir,cv]
7 (ir(,c(cr(R A), ) 'X) Y) --,

ir(,(o,(R A) ); Y)

Proposition 31 (selection rule derived from (ow), (arc) and
r(ir(,c(o(R, A), O, X); B) - r(,c(cr(R, A n. (I(B)); (I),.X) ,

(aa)) ............................ (aarca]

..................... [m,co]

Proposition 32 (calculation rule derived from (mr) and (rc,c)] .....
,c(ir(,c(cr(R, A), (I), X), IF) -- x(K(o(RX , AX), (IX U (IX(())), hvar(T)`u'X)
Proposition 33 (join=rulee)`"
'r(,c(v(R, A), )' !Y)y_

T), Y)

7r(r,(o(RX N SY,

- ........

.,......

.............. [Imo-M lr,cc]

AX nBy A(IX e Ty A(x[attr(SY)]A1YY(hvar((IX))[gttr(RX)]),
((IX(attr(SY))
U Y)
Proof: 7r(,c.(o,(R, A), (1), X) D4 7r(rc(v(S, B), T), Y)
- ir(rc(g(RX, AX), (IX ), M rc(o-(S1 , BY), TY.),,X U Y) ..........................................
AX) D4 Q(SY, BY), .
:X ®
x[attr(SY-)].h.1I!Y(hvar( X)).[pttr(RX )])i
Y)
.fiX (attr(
_..

(7rm7r)

-i

.

,

7r(rc(o-(Q(RX Via. SY, AX A BY), ..
'. . (X e IYY A X[attr(Sy)]ntY(hv(zr((IX.))[attr(RX)]),,:

(icNK
a

.,

4X (attr(SY)k U TY(hvar("))(attr(xX ))),.x u Y..) .,..
-, a(rc(a(RX m SY,

;AXm!>B Y

®

Y -A -,IX

attr/

/

.

., -(hvqr(
ar..-4)[
_ attr R:
( X)J),
11

(tX (attr(SY)) u VY(hvar((IX))(attr(RX )))[X U Y] ), X U Y)

t

<;'

.....................

(oc,

c)

Proposition 34 Every wellformed relational. expression in PCS.,7 can be transformed into an'equivalent
wellformed PCSJL normal form.
Proof: Basis: ,,R ->
(R,-true}, 0)i'.gttr(R))
and (7raoMirrco, ).
Induction: rules (7rirrcc),
Note that the normal form is not unique. Especially the renaming of clashing variables is a rich source
some, examples of normalization.
of equivalent expressions. We conclude,this,.

Example 8
rc(o-(lr(rc(o (r(v, w), v > w), {x = v + w}), {w, x}), x > 0), {v = x + 2})
w), ul + w > 0 A ul > w), {v = ul + w + 2}), {v, w, x})-4

Example 9
ir(,c(o(r(w, y, v), w > y), {x = w -F y}), {w, x}) m a(rc(v(s(x, z, v), x > z), {y = x + z}), {x, y, z})
9r(,c(o,(r(w, u1, u2) M s(x, z, u3),wV > ci n x.,> z n,x = W+ u1), {y = x + z}), {w, x, y, z})

-

Example 10
ir(rc(o (*-(v, w) v'> w , {x =-v + i ={v; w, x}) w r(rc(a(s(y, z), y"> z), -{x ='y "+ z})r {x, y, z})
`-' ir(r.(o,(7-(v ' ). m s(y z}, v > w.,n..y 4>-zVA.v,+ w = °y-+ z {x :r-°v + w}),-{u, w) x, y, z})
8
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language , PCSJ L

The-next "step,-,is the addition of the union operator,-,yielding, the language U-PCSJL ,The normal form
this. section heavily relies on the normal form construction for PCSJL expressions
procedure
a UPC$JJG normal form is
as discussed before. By, the,
`more -orless straightforward. , °''3
.

Definition 35 The language UPCSJL consists of expressions constructed from the functions:
c

D4,

Definition 36 ( UPCSJL normal form)

If Rl,...,

PCSJL-",tmal-foryrrk4he i> thee following is a UPCSJL normal form.

R1u...uR
]Propos-ition,37 Every wellformedrelafion .1 expression in U1[ CSJg, canabe,trans

into an equiv-

k:zalent, wellformed

Proof: It suffices to distinguish the following six cases:
1. Basis:. R -+ ar(K(e(R, true), 0), attr(R)).,
using, the construction; of
Induction: in the remaining
it, is, assumed,.that..Rr and. Si
are reduced to PCSJL normal form. The expressions Ti are the resulting PCSJL normal forms:
2

i(

U

3: e(R U

... U Rn, X) -+ 7r(Ri°X) U ... U W(`Rn, X) =+ Tl U`
:'t1

. UT(7ru, -1rima)

X) -+ a(R1, X) U ... U o-(Rn, X) ---+ T1 U ... U Tn ...................... (au, oirka)

X) ---+ K(Rl` X) U :,..U K(Rn, X) --+ Ti U ... U Tn .... .... .....
..x.. (KU, KirkO')
5. (R-i U ... URn) m -(Si U ... U 5;,,) -14 Ri dauSj U :. `U Rn W Sm --+ T1 U.. U Tn*,n ... (MU, 7rK0rW7rKQ)
Si4 ............> ........ .. (ASS oU)
6. (Ri U ... U Rn-)'°U (Si U'.. U' ,,) i t U .:: 11 Rn U Si
Note that the rules (irU), (ou), (KU), (NU) and (ASS oU) were given in Section 4.2.

4. K(Rl u ... U

7

uery optimization of UPCSJL normal forms

Optimization of PSJL expressions (i.e. expressions involving
join)- is rather
understood (see the literature on query transformations,, e.g. [YAN87], [ULL89])., The heuristic of
and
before joins is. effective because the number' nd size of triples to be
performing
joined can be reduced. If also calculations are applied before joins duplicate computations are avoided.
For instance in the next example the "variablev'is'-calciilated'twice instead of fur times if the indicated
rewriting takes place:

]Example 11
{{x = 100, y = 3}, {x = 200, y = 3}}
r(x, y)
{{y = 3, z = 10}, {y = 3, z = 20}}
s(y, z)
K(r(x, y) N s(y, z), v = x + 1) - + K(r(x, y), v = x '+ 1) m s(y, z)

A procedure for direct optimization of relational expressions, excluding the calculate operator, consists
of the following steps (adapted from [ULL'85

Algorithm 38 (direct optimization)
-t. 'Apply

(aa) 'to
4to separate all coMpound,aeleet= conditions
e(R, Al A...A An) -+ e

a(R, Al) .... An)

2. Apply
(o-7r), (am) and
to move selection down.
3. Apply (irir), (iron-}.), (irU), (ire) and (irattr) to move projection down. Rules (irir) and (irattr) cause
some projections to disappear; while` rule (7rv) splits °a projection 'into two projections,` one of
can be migrated downwards if possible.
4. Apply (au), (irir) and (oir) tocombine'cascaddes ofselections'"and'prbjections into a single '"selection,
a single projection or a single projection, followed°.b a single projection..

9

A disadvantage of the above algorithm is that the optimization ruhei are appl,jed.
entire relational
expression. An appealing prospect would therefore be first to reduce the number of relational operators, by
bringing the expression 'in JP CSJ noimal form °Subssequently:.it should-:beg ".peassible to apply. standard
-'optimization techniques for P'SJ% expressions on -the normal form. ; Onr-3aim.is for give an optimization
algorithm for UPC-SJ7L expressions using the , heuristic rules -ofA.- ithnr38,
A necessary rewrite rule to accomplish this goal transforms a PCSJL normal form to anxexpression

that contains a `maximal' PSJL normal form:

Proposition 39 (derived from (7rn*)) ...............................

.....................

[-7rao,]

Tr(ic(o-(R, A), c), X) -+ ir(rc(7r(a(R, A), tvar(cI) U (attr(R) n X)),'1)), X)

In (7rico) a projection: op rata ;i inserted ube seen calculat on.a d,selection such that;V 1) the computation (D can still be performed, 2) attributes of R that are in X remain available for the outermost
projection.

After application of (err or) we need to optimize the newly created PSJL normal form. Algorithm 38
contains' the rule's`(
projection down in the relational expression. To avoid that
projection is first pushed down over selection and subsequently°'distribvted>over=, the join operator we
combine these two steps into a single rule:

Proposition 40 (derived from (ira) and (arm)) ........
{ (Rrea S;'A), X)

--+

[-7rCM

o (R cc ir(S,-attr(s),n,:(att_.r(R) U var{A).U X)-), A), X)

I

In the above rule (7rom) the expression S s,,projected,on the union of 1), attr(R) to; make sure that
the joined attributes remain after projection,, 2).-,var(A) so,that the condition, A can ,be evaluated, 3) X
to enforce that, necessary_attributes of S that are not in A remain after projection.
Once the PSJL expression has been processed, also calculation shoada take part in the optimization.
.',Calculation. can be pushed, down over projection selection and join with a single rule

........... ..........:......::. .....

Proposition 41 (derived from (K r), "(rca) and (rcM))
rc(ir(a(R N S, A), X), $) - ,7r(o,(RX m rc(SX, 4,), AX), hvar(cI) U X)

if tvar(cI) C attr(S)

%

and (nwax) to an arbitrary number of joins, so

Efficiency can be gained by generalizing (am),
processing, of; nested: joinsis.. avoided:

Proposition 42 (generalization of oi) ..
_ln N. M Ri m tioa Rn,4-, n , . AA2 n. AAp
->

Rl.sa ... oc o(Ri, A,) oa..
iJ

[o-m M]

Al n. A Ag.. 1 A A, +1 n.,. A AP)

var(Aj) C attr(Xi)

Proposition 43 (generalization of iroM) .......................................... . .

.

.

..

.

..

. .

OMM]

ir(a(R1 M...M Ri w...M Rn, A), X)
7r(o(R1 N ... N

7r(Ri, attr(Ri) n (attr(Ri M ... N Ri_ 1 N Ri+1tt . .'ca R,) U var(A) U X)) m. m Rn, A), X)

,.

eneralization;, f w7roN), . r.

(rc?raMN]

a(ir(o(Ri .... N Ri m ... m Rn, A), X), 4,1 U...U cj U..,U cy)

-;

oa rc(RX, cIj) M ... M Rn, AX), hvar(,P) U X), cI1 U. U i_1 U fii+1 U...U q)

if tvar(cj) C attr(Ri)
Now we combine the above generalized rules kiiito!aii-optimiiation,,algot.ithimfora.UPCSJL,,(-i-.e.rP-CSJL

expressions extended with union) that uses normalization:

Algorithm 45 (normalization before optimization)

1 Bring the expression into UPCSJL normal form: S10 ... U S,n
2 ;Apply the following,. steps (g),(b),(c) on each Sa fort,
Si has the form ir(ic(a(Ri m ... N Rn, A), cI), X):

= 1,...m.

(a) . Apply (7mo,) -yielding:.- (rc,(ir(u(Rl D4.:.,. m Rn,,.$:), Y),,$), -X}>

(b) Optimize the subexpression

m

;x:10.

11 A) Y

i. Apply (dro-f to separate °select conditions yielding:
or(o,(R1 N ... m R,,, Al A...A AP), Y)

ii. Apply (amm) at most p times to jnove-selection, down.
iii. Apply (1rawm) exactly n times to move projection down.
iv. Apply (co,) -to combine cascades of selections and (7rattr) to eliminate superfluous projections.
resulting from the previous step:
(c) Optimize the subexpression k(7r(o(R1 N ... w Rn, A), Y),
i. Apply (kx*) to separate calculate computations yielding:
k(7r(o,(Ri D4

... x

Rn, A'), Y), 4b 1 U...U >q)

ii. Apply (ic?rO x x) at most q times to move calculation down.
iii. Apply (rr.*) to combine cascades of calculations.

8

Conclusions

In this paper we have defined UPCSJL, a language with expressions built up using the operations union,
projection, selection, join and calculate. We have shown that a Normal Form Theorem for this language
exists, using unconditional rules to reduce arbitrary relational expressions into normal form. In addition
we showed that after normalization conditional optimization rules can benefit from the fixed structure of
the normal form.

There are several directions for further research in this area. First of all the translation of RL
expressions into UPCSJL expressions is to be worked out, making use of a constraint solver: this is
currently investigated by the authors. Another interesting point is the existence of a normal form that
includes the difference operator. However there seems to be no easy normal form for this case since in
general projection does not commute with set difference.
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